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Abstract
This paper considers the type of problem for which the
potential for amalgamatingInformation Retrieval (IR) and
Case-Based
Reasoning(CBR)technologiesis the highest. IR
characterised as a bottom-upapproachto retrieval of text
within unconstraineddomains.CBR
is characterised as a topdownapproachto retrieval of formalisedinformationwithin
domain-specific
applications.It is arguedthat applicationsthat
require relatively detailed responsesto specific queries of a
large-scale, but domainspecific text-based archive represent
the middlegroundbetweenthese two disjoint technologies this is illustrated witha workedexample.

Introduction
Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) and Information Retrieval
(IR) are two historically disjoint technologies. This paper
contends that the time has nowcome for CBRand IR to
be conjoined in order to collaboratively solve manyof
the text retrieval problems faced by modemcompanies.
The two technologies fundamentally differ in terms of
the type of informationretrieval queries they allow to be
answered. An attempt will be madeto define what types
of query remain problematic for both techniques, yet
maybenefit from a combinedapproach.
The paper start by characterising CBRand IR. The types
of query that can be answeredusing these technologies
are then classified.
This is followed by a worked
example of the type of queries that should ideally be
supported within a corporate text retrieval system in
order to support tehnical experts and a discussion of
what information needs to be extracted from raw text in
order to support such query answering.
Case-Based Reasoning
The traditional CBRapproach to information retrieval is
one of top-down design. The core of a CBRsystems is
the indexing vocabulary used (Birnbaum 1989).
Normally, a set of fairly abstract and purpose-specific
features will be identified during design and included
within a standard case description. Hence, each index
feature allows the set of cases in memory to be
discriminated at run-time with respect to one of a
number of predetermined problem-solving perspectives.
The weaknessof this traditional view of CBRis that it is
implicitly assumedthat the case-base will be specifically
generated for the CBRapplication - this allows the

freedomto tailor the ease description to precisely suit the
envisaged purposes of the application. In other words,
the range of queries that the system must answer are
determined a priori and the system can be optimised to
answering these queries. This assumption is, however,
often invalid for real-life applications, particularly where
CBRmight be used to exploit legacy data repositories
(Brown, Watson and Filer, 1995). When one
constrained to use already existing data to construct a
working case base, the luxury of top-downdesign is no
longer afforded. Instead, the following questions must be
addressed:
¯ Whatinformation is available in the routinely stored
data, which can be used to (partially) characterise
problem solving cases?
¯ What transformations can be automatically carried
out on the raw data to generate indexes with a higher
predictive power?
¯ Howcan the CBRsystem automatically adjust its
ownset of extracted indexes to improvethe accuracy
of case retrieval over time?
The above arguments are particularly pertinant for CBR
applications that are aimedat tackling text-retrieval. For
such applications, the existing, raw data maysimple be
unstructured text. WhileCBRapplications that deal with
texts from highly constrained domains maybe able to
supplementthe raw text with manuallyprovided indexes,
or even automated indexing based on domain-specific
rules, e.g. (Weber-Lee et al 1997), for more open
domains, the CBRsystem is restricted to comparing
cases in terms of information that can be directly
extracted fromthe text.
Information Retrieval
In contrast to CBR,the traditional approach for IR is
bottom-up. There is a deliberate rejection of more
theoretic approaches to Natural Language Processing
(NLP)in favour of algorithmic appoaches that build
the text itself. As a consequenceof this philosophy, IR
has been dominated by statistical
methods and the
primary basis for text retrieval has been through
combinations of weighted keywords.
The preoccupation with keyword-based retrieval
ultimately limits the applicability of traditional IR. Even
with the various possible extensions (e.g. boolean
queries, morphological word stemming, thesauri,
relevance feedback, text clustering, etc.), a non-optimal

upper bound will always exist on the accuracy of
retrieval
that can be achieved by IR (Belkin,
In other words, IR aims to support completely general
querying while tolerating relatively low quality of
retrieval results.
In addition, IR is poorely suited to fine-grained querying
of text documents. While keyword lists may be an
effective basis for filtering whole documents (e.g.
deciding if a particular documentsuits a particular users
profile), or fmdingrelatively large text chunkswithin
document,they are usually unreliable for f’mdingspecific
pieces of information within a document. Statistics do
not capture specific patterns! To move towards high
degrees of accuracy and granularity of retrieval, some
semantic processing must be introduced. The open issue
is to determine what sorts of semantics can be extracted
from text by largely automatic techniques.

Narasimhalu and WiUett 1997, Jones and Willet 1997).
¯

¯
"Medium-Scale" Text Retrieval
Problems
The introductory discussion is summarisedin Figure 1.
CBRtends towards the application-specific and supports
selective retrieval based on relatively fine-grained
information. Conversely, IR is more widely applicable,
but provides muchcruder retrieval. Hence two modesof
collaboration are possible: - using CBRto increase the
granularity of IR for application-specific purposes, or
using IR to allow CBRsystems to be developed in opendomain environments, such as the WWW.
In reality, the difficulty of a text retrieval problemlies on
a continual spectrum; increasing as the range of possible
texts increases, and/or as the granularity of information
to be retrieved becomesfiner. However,for the purposes
of the following discussion, three levels of retrieval
complexity(simple, mediumand difficult) are identified
in the ~ibove diagramand will be described below. It will
be argued that the most interesting area for possible
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"Simple"text retrieval queries: Applications at this
level are application-specific
(allowing for the
derivation of specific retrieval indexes for the text)
or/and involve the retrieval of large text bodies,
where only a keyword list approximation of the
documentcontent is a sufficent basis for retrieval.
The term "simple" is not meant to belittle the many
fh’st-rate applicationsof this type that are currently in
existence (e.g. email filters,
FAQretrieval
applications (Lenz and Burkhard 1997), legal CBR
systems (Weber-Leeet al 1997) ), rather, that either
the range of required queries is fairly constrained
and/or the granularity of queries is quite coarse (can
be implemented by keyword lists).
This level
involves answeringqueries of the form ,,Give meall
documentsthat are about iightbulbs"
"Medium-Scale" text
retrieval queries:
Applications at this level have a more open range of
required queries than at the ,,Simple" level, although
retrieval maystill be eonf’medto documentsfrom a
single domain. In addition, querying on the content
of documents (rather than more coarse-grained
classification), is required; i.e. identifying the
location within a single documentwhere a specific
piece of information exists. This level involves
answering queries of the form ,,Show me all
paragraphsdiscussing lightbulbs with power <=30
W"

¯

"Really Difficult" text retrieval queries:
Applications at this level only differ from those for
,,medium-scale"retrieval in the extent of the range of
queries that can be posed- here, it is assumedthat no
limit on the content of documentsexists, therefore, a
domain-specific tailored vocabulary to aid retrieval
cannot be developed. This level represents the "holygrail" of text retrieval, e.g. of howsearch-enginesfor
the WWW
should work in an ideal world. This ideal
is still some way off and may require something
approaching natural language understanding to be
fulfilled. Currently, only traditional IR techniquesare
mature enough to effectively deal with the enormity
of the WWW.
This level involves answering queries
of the form ,,Find mea joke about nuns changinga
’a
lightbulb.
How many nuns were involved?
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Figure 1 - Classifying IR and CBRwith respect to
types of text retrieval
collaboration between IR and CBRin the immediate
future lies in medium-scaleretrieval problems.

Note, given a query such as ,joke &nuns & lightbulbs
&changing", current search engines do retrieve a lot of
humoursmaterial, about nuns or about lightbulbs and
probablyeven a correct response to the query- the
author spent an enjoyable 15 minutes filtering the
retrieval results before giving up. Findingan exact
matchto the query without returning the morassof
nearly-relevant material is, however,the real problem.

A WorkedExample of Medium-Scale
Retrieval Queries
While there are many practical applications
within a
company for systems that can classify
documents, or
Paragraph3: In September1990, just three years after the awardof
the contract, the first steamturbine-generatorwasput into combinedcycle operation with the first of the three pairs of gas turbinegenerators whichhadalready operatedin the simple-cyclemodeover
twoyears.
Paragraph4: After a record construction period of only 10 months
followingthe awardof the contract, the first gas turbine-generator
wenton line
Paragraph7: Thethree GUD
blocks achieve a net efficiency well in
excessof the contractuallyguaranteed51.37%
level. In fact, official
acceptancetest measureson the first GUD
block demonstrated52.5%
at rated load and 53.2%at peak load whichmeansthat the plant
utilizes natural gas for powergenerationto an unrivaledhighdegree
of efficiency

QUERY
IDEAL RETRIEVAL SOURCE(s)
Q1) Whereis the Ambarli
Paragraph18, 54
powerplant?
Q2) Whendid the In September 1990, just Paragraph 3, 50
powerplant go three years after the award
into operation7 of the contract, the first
steam turbine-generator
was put into combinedi cycleoperation
Bythe end of 1989the six
gas turbine-generatorshad
already generated more
than 4 billion kwh
Q3) How long 10 months
Paragraph
4
was
the
construction
period for the
plant7
Q4) How many six
Paragraph17, 50
turbines does the
plant contain?
Q5) What is the <TABLE2>
*** a Paragraph 34
temperatureat the graphics image plotting
generatorinlet?
various system parameters
$$$

Paragraph17: All of the six gas turbines are accommodated
in a
building 140 m long and 18 m wide, which is equiped with a
50/10/7.5t crane. Thedistance betweenthe machineaxes is 23 mand,
therefore, provides spacious lay-downareas for majormaintenance
work.
Paragraph 18:The ModelV94 gas turbines installed in the new
Ambarli power plant are heavy-duty machines with the proven
Siemens
designfeatures:...
Paragraph 34: <TABLE
2> Operating data of a heat-recovery steam
generatorwith the associatednatural-gas-fired gas turbine at rated
baseload.
Paragraph50: Prior to the handingoverof the station, the utility’s
staff receiveddetailed instruction in the formof special coursesand
perparatory training in the plant. Bythe end of 1989the six gas
turbine-generators had already generated morethan 4 billion kWh,
whichrequireda fuel input of 1381millioncubic metersof natural gas
with a calorific value of 33,620Kj/m3
Paragraph54: Thenewpowerplant at Ambarlisupplies two separate
electrical systems;two GUD
blocks feed into a 154 kVgrid and the
third into the 380kVnationalgrid.
Figure 2 - Examples from a Technical Text
perform retrieval based on matching keyword lists, there
are also many problems that involve experts trying to
locate specific information from within large technical
documents. For these problems, classical IR is too weak,
yet the application-specific
tailoring
of most CBR
systems is also infeasible. These ideas will be illustrated
with the example text of Figure 2, taken from (KWU
1993). As might be expected, this document is just one
of thousands
of documents containing
technical
information about power plants. The types of query that
might be useful for an expert to pose are summarised in
the following table:

Q7) What is the the first GUD block Paragraph 7,
efficency of the demonstrated 52.5% at Paragraph 50
plant?
rated load and 53.2% at
peak load
4 billion kWh, which
required a fuel input of
1381million cubic meters
of natural gas with a
calorific value of 33,620
K j/m3
Q8) Whatare the 140 m long and 18 m wide Paragraph17
physical
dimensionsof the
turbine building?
Q9) Whatis the 154 kV grid and the third Paragraph 54
voltage level of into the 380 kV national
the
supplied grid
electricity?
Q10)
What ???
777
design aspects of
the plant are
important for
environmental
impact?
QI0) is included as an example of the problemof topdown approach to text retrieval.
The question posed is
valid and interesting but, unlike the other questions, it
does not correspond in any simple way to the content of
the document. What is envisaged here is that an expert
with the overall goal of answering such a query can do
so by formulating a series of more basic queries more
closely grounded to the content of the text, so as to
retrieve the various types of information that collectively
answer the more abstract, goal-directed query.
The location of relevant text to many of the above
queries may be achived by simply extracting keywords
from the queries. The following table summarises the
"d
possible keywords associated with each query. The 2
and 3rd columns give an estimate of the Precision (High,

Medium, Low) and Recall (Yes, No) of the resultant
keywordquery, assumingword variations (plurals, etc.)
are also taken into account:
Query Keywords
Recall Precision Pargraphs
Retreived
Q1)

,,Power Plant"

Q2)

,,Power Plant" Yes
+ ,,Operation"

Low

Q3)

,,Construction Yes
Period"
+
,,Plant"
,,Turbine"
+ Yes
,,Plant"

Low

Q4)
QS)

Q6)

Q7)
Q8)

Q9)

Yes

,,Temperature" No
+ ,,Generator
Inlet"
,,Model"
+ Yes
,,Turbine"
,,Efficiency" + Yes
,,Plant"
,,Physical
Yes
Dimensions" +
,,Turbine"
+
,,Building"
,,Voltage"
+ Yes
,,Electricity"

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium
Low

High

Full - 18, 54
Part - 7, 50
Full - Part 3,7, 18,50,
54

At the easy-to-extract and poorly-discriminating end of
the spectrum belong those information types primarily
used as the basis for IR. Theseinclude:
¯ Weighted Keyword
¯ Structural Constraints (i.e. information concerning
the various types of componentwithin a document
¯ Syntactic Information: such as the part-of-speech
tagging that is producedby parsers

Full- Part4, 7, 18, 50,
54
Full - 18, 34,
50 Part - 3,
4, 7, 17, 54
Full - Part -

Full
18
Part - 3, 4,
17, 34, 50
Full - 7, Part
- 18, 50, 54
Full - Part 3, 4, 17, 18,
34, 50

~hal

Low

Low

Full - Part 54

As is shown, the main problem expected with keyword
queries is the lack of precision, rather than the lack of
recall. The only keyword-basedquery that is expected to
fail from the above is Q5), where the required
information is hidden within a table of technical data.
The interpretation of information in technical documents
that is in non-textual form (diagrams, tables, etc.) is
major concern, but beyondthe scope of this paper.
The major observation from the above queries is that
they are usually about a specific type of information:
Q1) about a location, Q2) about a time point, Q3) about
a time duration, etc. These types of information are
signified by function words in the query (where, when,
howlong, etc.) and the keywordsto match against in the
text are not explicitly given. Indeed, for a given type of
information (such as time), the set of associated
keywords may be extremely large and therefore
practically impossible for a user to specify. Therefore,
the ability to introduce such concepts as primitives for
constructing queries is required.
Features for Text Retrieval
From the above workedexample, it should be clear that
the level of sophistication of text-retrieval that can be
achieved by a system and the types of information used
for retrieval are inherrently related. In this section, a
short list of possible information types are presented.
These are approximately classified with respect to two
dimensions: discriminating-power and cost-of-extraction
(fromraw text).

I~gh
C~st

Figure 3:
performance
retrieval

Bridging between low-cost-lowand
high-cost-high-performance

By contrast, the types of information typical of
traditional CBR
systemslie at the difficult-to-extract but
highly-discriminating end of the spectrum. In this sense,
CBRis similar to theoretic
NLP concerning the
structuring of dialogues and texts. For example,the types
of abstract concepts proposed in theories such as Speech
Acts (Austin 1962) and Rhetorical Structure Theory
(RST) (Mann and Thompson1987) can be thought of
classical indexes, in the CBRsense, because they pertain
to the intentions and goals of the communicating
individuals, rather than the details of the text and speech
used to portray these purposes. Not suprisingly, the main
criticism of such theories has been the difficulty in
grounding them in sufficiently concrete rules and terms
to allow them to be implemented in automated textanalysis systems.
In the few systems that have madesomeprogress in this
respect, the mappingfrom text to the required high-level
concepts is not direct; typically intermediate types of
information must be fh-st recognised as oecuring within
the text and then the higher level concepts recognised
from the intermediate concepts, e.g. (Aretoulaki 1996).
These intermediate types of information will be refered
to here as "annotations". This terminology stems from a
number of systems involved in the series of Message
Understanding Conferences (MUCs), e.g. (MUC-5
1993), where, as part of the preliminary processing of
text documents, all occurences of specific types of

information (i.e. annotations) within a documentare
identified and in some way labelled. The annotated
document provides the basis for subsequent, more
detailed semantic analysis of the text. Examples of
annotations relevant for the previous worked example
wouldinclude ,,location" (Q1), ,,time-point" (Q2) ,,time
range" (Q3), etc.
From the CBR perspective,
an annotation lies
somewherebetween the ideal, goal-directed indexes of
the top-down perspective and the surface-level text
features of a bottom-upperspective. It is the compromise
between what we can reasonable
expected to
automatically extract from the text, and the ideal basis
for retrievals. Therefore, as shownin Figure 3, this paper
concludesthat the topic of ,,feature extraction from raw
text" is where IR and CBRshould cometogether.

must support the access of specific
embeddedin those documents.

information
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The importanceof tackling ,,medium-scale"text retrieval
problems should not be under-estimated.
As an
illustration,
a realistic, medium-termgoal for the
amalgamationof IR and CBRcould be the realisation of
a ,,corporate memory"(PAKM
1996) - a term used for
the idea of routinely capturing and reusing the
experiences gained through carrying out projects within
a company.The main hinderance to the realisation of a
"corporate memory" is that, currently,
for most
companies,the information that requires to be reused is
contained in natural-language documents, albeit in
electronic form. For the simple reason that people prefer
to communicate via normal (i.e. informal or semiformal) text, this situation is not likely to changein the
near future. Hence, if a corporation really wants to
makethe use of its recorded information, text retrieval
technologies will need to be harnessed. To be useful,
these technologies must do more than just classify the
various documentsarchived within the corporation, they
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